ISACA has partnered with PSI to administer our computer-based exams across the globe. PSI offers two exam experiences:

**Testing Center**
Exams administered and live proctored at a professional testing center where multiple exam takers will take their exam in a computer-lab setting.

**Kiosk**
Exams administered and remote proctored at a small individual work station, or kiosk, where exam takers individually take their exam in a managed, yet self-service way.

Both exam experiences offer test takers the following:

- Professionally structured and private environments
- Proctored
- Identity verification
- Administration support
- Monitoring via camera
- Provision of preliminary results

The primary differences between the exam experiences include:

- **The location of the proctor**: The proctor is onsite at testing centers and is live, but remote or virtual at kiosk locations, where communication is via visual equipment and chat.
- **The amount of test takers**: Multiple test takers may be taking exams in the same room and at the same time at testing centers, however at kiosks, the exam taker is taking the exam individually and away from others.
- **The size of the room**: Room size of testing centers accommodate multiple computer stations in one room whereas kiosk testing centers only accommodate space for an individual work station and an adequate radius of non-foot traffic space for sound and privacy management.

Learn more about PSI’s [testing center](#) and [kiosk](#) experiences via video.